Jose Lopez
I am a software engineer that wishes to create my own video game one day. Until then, my goal
is to work my hardest to learn and grow as a developer. As of now, my previous jobs were in
sales which allowed me to become more flexible in new enviroments and as well as getting use
to interacting with new people.

https://github.com/JoseLopez235

JoseLopez11394@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/joselopez-0551a01a1/

19000 Ne 3rd St, APT # 402, Miami, FL 33179

Work Experience

Home Depot
From: 09/2018, To: 11/2019

I was a sales associate, helping out customers with all
their needs, and made sure the customers leave the
store satisfied.
I learned how to adapt when it comes to new
environments and as well as with interacting
with others
I experienced first hand working with a team

Skills Summary
Ruby on Rails
Active Record
SQL
Web API Experience
Problem Solver
Detail Oriented
Excellent Teamwork
Adaptable

Educational History

Turing School Of Software &
Design

Back-End Developer Certificate

From: 08/2020, To: 03/2021

Projects
Viewing Party

https://github.com/SageOfCode/viewing_party
In this project, we were split into teams of 3 and 4, in order to create an app
that consumed an API of a movie database. With this information we were to
allow our guests to create an account, allowing them to add other users as
well. A user had the ability to search through movies and create a party for a
movie of their liking in order to invite friends, for they can watch it together.

Relocate

https://github.com/orgs/Relocate08/dashboard

This project was our first big group project with over 10 classmates. It gave us the experience on how
it was going to be when we had this many people in our jobs. We split the project down into 3
different groups. We had our front-end, our back-end, and our micro-service. We split into teams of
2-4 and every 4 to 5 days we would change where we worked on in the project for we can get
experience with each part of the application. The project helped people that were traveling to a new
location by making it easier to move by providing them with utilities, recreation, and other services
that the user was looking for in one location.

